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NEW EYES ON THE WORLD
Apple’s announcement last summer that it would retool its Maps app
signaled a shakeup in the geospatial world. The application would
be responsive, personalized and integrated. It could make proactive
suggestions on, say, where to eat based on where you’ve been before.
It could tell you the fastest way to get there and how much extra time
to allot based on traffic conditions. It could integrate third-party apps
like Uber or Lyft, allowing you to book a ride and pay for it without even
leaving Maps.
The announcement also proved that location-based technologies are
no longer just for the wayward adventurist slinging a GPS into an ultralight
backpack. Almost overnight, they have become essential, everyday
tools of the modern world. As geography Professor Anne Nolin reminds
us, today’s college students have never lived without GPS satellites. “GPS
satellites have changed the world,” she says. “They help us navigate
through space, whether driving through Portland or playing Pokémon Go.”
From the time of Babylonians etching the landscape on clay tablets, to
the digital maps of today, humans have innately yearned to make sense
of space on our planet. And rightly so. Geospatial information influences
nearly everything, from determining evacuation routes, to understanding
how pests and climate change lead to deforestation, to monitoring armed
conflict, to simply getting around.
Here at the College of Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Sciences, we
understand the world is changing — or already has — and that our research
and curriculum must keep pace. Advances born in the business world
and headlined by companies like Apple have spread to academia and
changed the science agenda. The way we collect, process, analyze and
distribute geospatial data is changing. New datasets delivered in almost
real time through powerful processors are giving rise to dynamic ways
of understanding and visualizing the planet. As a result, our scientists
and students are able to see the world with new eyes, to see a vast,
interconnected global community and the rapid changes already underway.
The power to glimpse at our planet from a distance will inspire
innovative ways to share our research, transforming our storytelling and
providing much-needed context and insight for the public. It will also
spark a host of new questions: Where will drought and urban expansion
hit the hardest? How will global conflict and natural hazards influence
human migration? What does the landscape of our social media behaviors
look like, and what does it say about ourselves?
We are dedicating this issue to the bright minds who are working to
not only answer these questions, but also anticipate the next generation
of environmental and social problems. Read about their stories and
innovations in these pages.
Roberta Marinelli, dean
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WHEN THE POLES SHIFT:

DATING ANCIENT MAGNETIC EXCURSIONS
By Abby P. Metzger
Magnetic pole shifts might be the stuff of Hollywood
blockbusters, but they are important for understanding
the stability of the Earth’s magnetic field, which shields
us from pummeling radiation. Geomagnetic excursions
are less dramatic than reversals, causing short-lived
reductions in field intensity with a major change (but
no reversal) in the location of the magnetic pole. Still
not fully understood is how the magnetic field changes
and why it behaves so differently during excursions
or reversals. Documenting the timing, duration and
frequency of these magnetic anomalies is the first
order of business to help
characterize the behavior
of the Earth’s magnetic
field over geological time.
Scientists from the
College of Earth, Ocean,
and Atmospheric Sciences
who are studying this
important phenomenon
have published a new
paper that reveals a
dramatic reduction in
geomagnetic field strength and a shifting of the poles
that took place roughly 930,000 years ago.
The research team, including recent Oregon State
University Ph.D. graduate Andrea Balbas and coauthor Anthony Koppers, sampled basaltic lava flows
on Floreana Island in the Galápagos Archipelago.
Certain rocks and other materials preserve a record
of the direction and intensity of the Earth’s magnetic
field when they form, allowing scientists to essentially

go back in time. Using argon isotopes (40Ar/39Ar),
the research team was able to precisely date the
so-called Santa Rosa excursion, which featured a
record-breaking 86 percent reduction in the Earth’s
magnetic field strength. The results are especially
encouraging because they uphold findings from two
volcanic and three sedimentary archives, providing
evidence for a short-lived geomagnetic anomaly of
global significance that scientists can now place in the
geomagnetic polarity time scale.
“The Santa Rosa is a significant and short-lived
geomagnetic excursion, and our new 40Ar/39Ar
geochronology dates show
that the Earth’s geodynamo
can dramatically alter
the geomagnetic field
in just a few millennia,”
says Koppers, a marine
geologist.
Scientists say
the results provide a
critical contribution
to understanding the
global geomagnetic field
and excursions. “Our results provide strong limits
on geodynamic models that allow us to simulate
how changes in the Earth’s inner core can trigger a
dramatic and quick geomagnetic excursion,” Koppers
says. “More broadly, dating this spectacular lowering
of the geomagnetic field strength is important for
understanding the long-term behavior of the Earth’s
magnetic field and its role in protecting our planet from
deadly solar and galactic radiation.”

ANGEL WHITE

Ocean Sciences Early Career Award
and Yentsch-Schindler Award
Associate Professor Angelicque White has received the American Geophysical Union’s 2015
Ocean Sciences Early Career Award and the 2016 Yentsch-Schindler Award, given by the Association for the Sciences
of Limnology and Oceanography. She was recognized for her groundbreaking, multidisciplinary research to improve
our understanding of biological and physical relationships in the ocean. Highlights of her research include uncovering
drivers of phytoplankton blooms and how marine phosphorus dynamics work to curb nitrogen fixation, a key source
of new nitrogen in the tropics and subtropics.
4
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HYDROTHERMAL VENTS:

More than oozing gases and bizarre life forms
By David Stauth
The hydrothermal vents and methane seeps on the ocean ﬂoor that were once
thought to be geologic and biological oddities are now emerging as a major force
that shapes ocean ecosystems, marine life and global climate.
However, as researchers learn more about their role in sustaining a healthy
Earth, these unique habitats are threatened by a wide range of human activities,
including deep-sea mining, bottom trawling and energy harvesting.
Researchers from Oregon State University ﬁrst discovered these strange,
isolated worlds on the ocean ﬂoor 40 years ago. The news shook the scientiﬁc
world with reports of hot oozing gases, sulﬁde chimneys, bizarre tube worms
and giant crabs and mussels — life forms that were later found to depend on
methane and toxic sulﬁde for their energy and metabolism.
“It was immediately apparent that these hydrothermal vents were incredibly
cool,” says Andrew Thurber, an assistant professor in the College of Earth, Ocean,
and Atmospheric Sciences and co-author of the study.
In reviewing the status of these marine geological structures and the
organisms that live around them, a group of researchers from 14 international
universities and organizations have outlined what’s been learned in the past
four decades and what forces threaten these ecosystems today. The range of
ecosystem services these vents and seeps provide is just barely beginning to be
understood, researchers said in their report.
As fountains of marine life, the vents pour out gases and minerals, including
sulﬁde, methane, hydrogen and iron — one of the limiting nutrients in the growth
of plankton in large areas of the ocean. Importantly, the life forms in these
vents and seeps consume 90 percent of the released methane and keep it from
entering the atmosphere, where as a greenhouse gas it is 25 times more potent
than carbon dioxide.
“We’ve learned that these vents and seeps are much more than just some
weird fauna, unique biology and strange little ecosystems,” Thurber says.
“Rather than being an anomaly, they are prevalent around the world, both in the
deep ocean and shallower areas. They provide an estimated 13 percent of the
energy entering the deep sea, make a wide range of marine life possible and are
major players in global climate.”

JEREMY S. HOFFMAN

Improving climate and Earth science
literacy
Recent geology and geophysics Ph.D. graduate Jeremy Hoffman has accepted a position as the
climate and Earth science education coordinator for the Science Museum of Virginia in Richmond, Virginia. Jeremy
will be leading the development of in-museum and virtual educational content, exhibits and outreach programming
as part of a multi-year grant from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to increase climate
and Earth science literacy in Virginia.
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Classroom in view:

Technologies that are changing how

we teach geospatial science
A GAZE into the future
By Abby P. Metzger
In the framed U.S. map that Jamon Van Den Hoek
keeps in his office, black lines crisscross the landscape
in puzzle fashion. They arch around mountains, curve
across rivers and skirt lakeshores. Then, they converge
and cluster around big cities like knots in a shoelace.
It’s a map of roads in America, he explains. Though
the image is striking in its simplicity, Van Den Hoek,
a geographer in the College of Earth, Ocean, and
6

Atmospheric Sciences, knows it is out of date. The map
is single and unchanging, more archive or artwork
than truth.
But Van Den Hoek has questions. What if a
classroom could have a massive, digital projection of
the map, layered with years of data on light pollution
or urban expansion? What if students could explore
these data at different spatial and temporal scales,
witnessing landscape change in almost real time using
O R E G O N S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y

images collected from different satellites? And what
if students could then share their science and engage
the public using deeply visual storytelling?
Van Den Hoek is poised to bring that capability
to Oregon State University. He and colleagues are
spearheading the newly launched GAZE facility
(Geospatial Analysis and VisualiZation for Education), a
state-of-the art learning space that will allow students
to explore a wide range of dynamic geographic
processes and datasets.
At the heart of GAZE is a 12 ft. by 7 ft. hyperwall,
an immersive 3x3 grid of computer monitors backed
by a distributed infrastructure that is capable of
handling large datasets. Coupled to the hyperwall is an
augmented reality sandbox, which allows students to
create and manipulate terrain models by moving sand
into hills or valleys (see sidebar on page 9 for more
information). Students will not only get to explore
existing digital maps of, say, forest cover over the last
decade in the Pacific Northwest, but develop their own
programming scripts to create original visualizations of
environmental or social changes.
“We want to get to a point where students are
asking new questions that haven’t been asked
before,” says Van Den Hoek, whose own research
includes using satellites to understand landscape
impacts stemming from armed conflict. “Students
will be able to dynamically manipulate climate
models and really go face-to-face with the
complexity of a Cascadia subduction zone earthquake,
oxygen deficits in the coastal ocean or mining effects
on the local environment.”
GAZE is just one example of the innovative facilities
in CEOAS that are challenging the status quo of
learning about our changing planet and population.
Collaborative spaces and robust computing offer
opportunities for students to learn in a way they never
could before — in step with planetary changes while
exploring their own research questions, diving into big
datasets and learning the programming languages of
the pros. Together with a cluster of new hires that are
breaking down disciplinary walls (see related article on

page 12), students will have access to both the talent
and tools to discover an unseen Earth.

Always on, always connected
Geospatial facilities like GAZE owe their success to
the microprocessor revolution. The miniaturization
of devices has brought powerful computers into the
palm of our hands, when they used to take up giant
rooms. These technologies are also faster, cheaper
and able to satisfy our “always-on, always-connected
environment,” says Chuck Sears, head of Research
Computing at CEOAS.
Likewise, in the scientific world, instruments are
always on and connected, collecting vast amounts
of data. In many cases, instruments are able to share
and send data on demand. The velocity at which this
occurs has surged in the last 30 to 40 years.
The end result? Emerging technologies that once
were the sole province of big business have enabled the
geospatial sciences to cover enormous ground, from
cameras mounted on balloons more than a hundred
years ago, to today’s satellites that allow us to visualize
and map at scales far beyond our natural abilities.
The enormity and complexity of data have driven
researchers to rethink how they teach geospatial
concepts. Instead of a professor serving as the
knowledge authority, educators have enlisted the help
of students to explore the data and search out new
patterns — a new kind of all-hands-on-deck approach
to data mining.
“Today what we are seeing is an incredible desire
from the students to be active participants and push
the envelope,” Sears says. “Getting these types of
facilities and technologies into the hands of eager
students is essential, because they are the ones who
will build the next generation of tools and contribute to
the workforce and society.”
Anne Nolin agrees. As a geography professor in
CEOAS, she has been using remote sensing techniques
since the mid-1980s while witnessing the evolution of
geospatial instruction and learning.

RYAN CRUMLEY

Visualizing snow cover frequency
Ryan Crumley, a Ph.D. student in water resources science, is using Google Earth Engine to
visualize snow cover frequency, a measure of how many times a place on Earth has snow
within a certain date range. Because in-situ measurements of snow accumulation can be
difficult — especially in remote locations — Crumley’s work is providing insight into how warming temperatures
may shift precipitation from snowfall to rainfall and impact future water management.
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IDES students participated in summer field trips as part
of the cohort experience and to learn about the regional
ecosystem and landscape.

“GPS satellites have changed the world. They help
us navigate through space, whether driving through
Portland or playing Pokémon Go,” she says. “We want
students engaged with this completely visual, big data,
digital world. That’s where we are, and why we don’t
want to rely on these traditional ways of teaching.”

Behind the curtain
In addition to novel facilities and advances in
microprocessors, software access has become
fluid. As a result, students can do their work from
almost anywhere.
Karen Shell’s Climate Modeling class has been taking
advantage. Two 60-inch, high-definition screens
project a NASA climate model showing phytoplankton
growth across the globe, a mass of hazy green
swirling like smoke. Students huddle around computer
workstations and discuss climate model datasets and
Python codes. Each has been working with geospatial
data to develop his or her own numerical model and
unearth a facet of the climate system — where will
the ocean warm the most in the next decade? The next
century? And what will happen to biomass growth
in a warming world? Their computers show possible
8

answers to those questions in the form of graphs,
histograms and other visualized data.
What is not visible is the application that enables
this kind of experiential learning. Behind the scenes,
an open-source, web-based interface called Jupyter
Notebook provides a platform for students to share
Python scripts and code collaboratively. And soon,
students will be hitching up to Jupyter through a local
server, allowing them to access their codes and model
runs from any computer. Where they once had to
install specialized software, work from a lab or log in
remotely, students will be able to share methodologies
or compare results.
“With the new system, students will be able to use
a web browser from any computer to get access to all
the software they need,” says Shell, an atmospheric
scientist at CEOAS. “By reducing this barrier, we can
spend more time on the fun stuff of climate modeling
and data analysis.”
Briana Phillips, a graduate student in atmospheric
sciences and a NASA Earth and Space Science Fellow,
has been applying concepts in Shell’s course to study
the Lorenz Attractor. Otherwise known as the butterfly
effect, the Lorenz Attractor demonstrates that a small
O R E G O N S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y

change in initial conditions can cause a very different
outcome. In the context of weather prediction models,
it explains why it is difficult to predict the weather
much more than a week out.
Phillips says the Jupyter Notebook, together with
the small class size, made it easier to collaborate.
“This class has been my most challenging, but it’s
also the class where I’ve learned the most. We do a
lecture, then a lab. We can ask questions, help each
other, share ideas. It’s an atmosphere really conducive
to learning,” she says.
Undergraduate student Matt Laffin explored what
would happen to the Earth’s habitable zone if our day
was cut in half. Would the Earth freeze over? Could we

still live in certain places, and for how long? It might
seem sci-fi, but his project provides insight into whether
a newly discovered planet — with a different size, orbit
or atmospheric composition — could support life.
The what-if nature of Shell’s class is compelling
evidence that teaching geospatial sciences has moved
from inference-driven to inquiry-driven. Boundaries
between professor and pupil, between disciplines,
between the haves and have-nots of software access
are gone. Like the static map in Jamon Van Den Hoek’s
office, traditional ways of looking at our planet from a
distance have been redrawn.
What is left? Only the most unimagined map of the
world, one that holds a story yet to be told.

Augmented Reality sand table
Mark Farley with Oregon Sea Grant shows off the
Visitor Center’s Augmented Reality (AR) sand
table at the Hatfield Marine Science Center, a new
Cyberlab research platform that’s not only fun to
play with, but provides a means of teaching complex

concepts, in this case, map topography. Visitors can
play with the sand to create hills and valleys, and
the AR component projects colors corresponding to
the resulting land and water elevations, along with
topographic contour lines (Photo by Lynn Ketchum).
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SEEING BENEATH THE WAVES:

Tuba Ozkan-Haller uses remote sensing
to predict and understand coastal hazards

By Abby P. Metzger
Tuba Ozkan-Haller studies the part of the ocean
you can see from the shore — the dirty rim
around the bathtub. The place where sediment
churns. Currents careen and crash. Rip currents
brew, and sneaker waves stalk. It is the place
where people and processes come together,
resulting mostly in sun-soaked respite, but
sometimes in dangerous accidents.
As a professor at Oregon State University,
Ozkan-Haller has a passion for recreational
safety. In some ways she is the ocean equivalent
of a geographer who observes landscape changes
— except her landscape is underwater. And it
changes fast. By combining remote sensing
techniques and computer simulations, she is
able to see beneath the waves to understand and
predict nearshore processes that pose hazards to
people. Her goal is to make the ocean’s impulsive
energy more understandable and less of a threat.
Anticipating coastal hazards is no small feat.
Underwater topography (called bathymetry)
can influence the genesis and location of where
a hazard may hit. Yet getting a clear picture of
this topography is difficult with murky sediment
in suspension. The bathymetry is also fickle and
changing. Too few data points, and researchers
only have a snapshot rather than the entire movie.
Daily on-the-ground surveys seem like a
reasonable solution, but they can be costly and
unfeasible. Likewise, reports from beachgoers
or accounts from surfers about the location of a
wayward wave can be helpful to scientists. But
anecdotal information alone can’t adequately
predict when these nearshore hazards will occur.
“The problem is that anecdotal reports only
capture the conditions of when the event was
observed,” Ozkan-Haller says. “Perhaps they are
happening at other times, too.”
Ozkan-Haller and her colleagues have
turned to some innovative methods to quantify
the bathymetry. These include models to
test different scenarios and remote sensing

10
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techniques that detect the dynamic underworld
of waves. Video, infrared cameras and airplanemounted radar, coupled with powerful computer
simulations, can capture the nearshore’s shifting
sands — providing a real-time look at the contours
and ever-changing grooves that create hazardous
ocean conditions.
“Remote sensing instruments allow us to observe
hazardous conditions without putting scientists and
instruments in harm’s way. And they provide a highresolution view, and this has been a game-changer
for the science,” Ozkan-Haller says.
Understanding and predicting coastal hazards is
important, Ozkan-Haller says, because it can help
save lives. Rip currents kill more people annually
than shark attacks. By some accounts, they are
deadlier than hurricanes, yet do not often make the
five o’clock news. These powerful channels of swift
water can move up to eight feet per second, faster
than an Olympic swimmer. Unsuspecting waders
who get caught in a rip current become exhausted
trying to swim to shore, putting themselves at risk
of drowning.
Sneaker waves, which are most prominent in
Oregon, Washington and Northern California, can also
be dangerous to beachgoers and picnickers. These
strong waves can appear without warning and sweep
people into the ocean with alarming force. In fact,
they are the leading cause of death by drowning in the
Pacific Northwest.

“Unlike rip currents, sneaker waves affect people
who did not intend to be in the water. They are dressed
in boots and coats, things that weigh them down.
These sneaker waves don’t necessarily have to be big.
Just unexpected,” she says.
With the right tools, scientists like Ozkan-Haller can
forecast and reduce the risk of these hazards. She and
her colleagues are just getting started on predicting
sneaker waves, but they have made promising strides
on rip currents. Currently the National Weather Service
estimates the probability of rip currents. By contrast,
Ozkan-Haller’s method is a predictive model, a much
more accurate way to forecast an event.
“The National Weather Service may say today is
a day with a high likelihood of rip currents occurring
on beaches,” she says. “Whereas, we have the
technology and capability to say on this particular
beach, here is where the rip current currently is or is
going to be shortly.”
Ozkan-Haller imagines being able to send daily
forecasts to the Coast Guard so they can anticipate
deadly currents and waves. She envisions technology
that warns the public in near real-time that a beach
is unsafe. By educating the public about potential
risks, people can appreciate and safely enjoy outings
at the coast.
“We want to best communicate the information so it
resonates with people and changes their behavior,” she
says. “Otherwise, you’re just throwing up information.”

MELISSA ERREND

Putting the sea in D.C.
Melissa Errend is a catalyst in the ongoing reaction between science and
policy. The CEOAS graduate was recently recognized for her accomplishments
and named a 2016 Knauss Fellow by Oregon Sea Grant. With oversight by the
National Sea Grant office, the prestigious John A. Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship
places graduate students focused on ocean and Great Lakes studies in legislative
or executive offices in Washington, D.C., for a year, where they learn how
government functions and contribute their expertise to science policy. (Photo and
copy courtesy of Oregon Sea Grant)
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C R O S S I N G D I V I D E S:
Collaborations to advance geospatial
research and improve our world

By Annaliese Hettinger
At its core, geography is the study of how humans
use and interact with the Earth. But as a discipline,
geography has evolved over the last several decades
with the advent of geospatial science, an outgrowth of
traditional cartography.
And geography in the College of Earth, Ocean, and
Atmospheric Sciences has transformed as well. Five
new faculty hires with unique strengths and an eye
for creative collaborations are developing innovative
tools and techniques, increasing our understanding
of the interplay between natural resource use and
management and identifying solutions to pressing
social and environmental challenges — from armed
conflict to illegal fishing.
“Since computers entered the scene, cartography
has become geovisualization,” says Julia Jones,
professor of geography and program head.
The arrival of geovisualization expanded our ability
to interactively explore spatial data by zooming,
panning, toggling across layers, adjusting color ramps
and more. Combined with spatial models, the methods
that enable data manipulation produced a wave of new
insights in the geography discipline.
Alongside this virtual renaissance, Oregon State’s
geography program and the rest of geosciences joined
12

what would become the College of Earth, Ocean,
and Atmospheric Sciences in 2011. The merger builds
on an existing strength in Geographic Information
Science (GIS) while creating opportunities to study how
physical processes govern natural resource availability
and use, natural hazards and planning and the societal
implications of each.

Beyond boundaries
Five new faculty, Robert Kennedy, Jamon Van Den
Hoek, James Watson, David Wrathall and Bo Zhao, bring
expertise in different areas of geospatial science: remote
sensing, geospatial intelligence, geospatial analytics,
natural hazards and geovisualization analytics.
Their research addresses complex and harrowing
problems: human migration, landscape change,
natural resource loss and shifts in sociopolitical
power. Individually, their work merges disciplines
by necessity. Together, they create the potential
for enormous discovery and innovation. And the
knowledge and application of geovisualization tools
and computational methods are the ties that bind.
Assistant Professor Jamon Van Den Hoek
combines satellite imagery, spatial modeling and
landscape pattern analysis to understand the complex
O R E G O N S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y

interactions between land-use patterns and armed
conflicts in places like Syria and the Gaza Strip.
“Satellite images help us to better understand how
the Earth functions. By holding up a mirror to a planet
in terrific flux, satellites provide a perspective unrivaled
on the ground and unparalleled in importance,” Van
Den Hoek says.
In these war-torn regions, the information needed
to describe the links between pattern and process is
often veiled in clouds, hidden from satellites passing
overhead. Reliable data on the ground is also seldom
available, because the information is controlled by
governments in the regions. “It’s hard to get away
from militarism when you’re doing remote sensing
research. You’re always a few inches away,” Van Den
Hoek says.
But when Van Den Hoek applies his algorithms to
data he can access, landscape patterns are revealed,
capturing valuable intelligence on conflicts and
the environmental changes that result. His work is
shedding light on the impacts of war and helping to
alert watchdog and aid groups alike.

Building bridges through
collaboration
Although not all the new geography faculty are on
campus yet, they are spinning out collaborations.
“It is really nice to think about projects we can
do together, because they are not projects I could do
alone,” says James Watson, a new assistant professor
of geography who will arrive in fall 2017. “Our
training in geospatial tools and analyses allows us to
collaborate easily and know where the cutting edge
exists so we can push beyond what is known.”
In Watson’s work, crossing boundaries comes
naturally. Initially focused on oceanography, his

work pivoted toward natural-human systems in
the marine environment, examining links among
ocean physics, species ecology and socioeconomics.
The challenge: How do we live sustainably in the
social-ecological systems that we depend upon?
How might fishing in marine systems, for example,
respond to overexploitation?
In one project, he is working with future colleagues
Wrathall and Zhao to track illegal fishing. The
biodiversity of the world’s oceans is threatened by
over fishing and industrialization. Despite regulations
and marine protected areas, poachers still undermine
attempts to halt ecological damage. Fishing vessels
at sea use an Automatic Identification System (AIS) to
broadcast their locations, but boats engaged in illegal,
unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing can alter
their tracking systems to mask their physical location,
an activity known as spoofing.
Watson and colleagues envision applying methods
used to identify illegal fishing to other questions,
such as narcotrafficking by fishing vessels engaged in
spoofing. By building alliances with fishery scientists,
their research will add eyes to the sea and improve
regulation — a win for industry, the environment and
resource managers.
Watson credits the geography discipline’s low
barriers and the steadfast vision of program head Julia
Jones for the great potential he sees in his cohort.
“Julia has already been a wonderful mentor for us,”
he says.
Thanks to strategic planning by CEOAS leadership
and the tireless work of each search committee,
Watson and his colleagues are poised to unravel some
of the most cross-disciplinary challenges of our time.
“We are all new professors,” he says, “eager to figure
out how we can be useful to the world.”

New Geography Faculty

Robert Kennedy

Jamon Van Den Hoek

James Watson

David Wrathall
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NEW

HENRY R. FEHRENBACHER

Graduate Fellowship

will support promising students
By Gretchen Fehrenbacher
My dad didn’t get to pursue his college degree, as he
would have liked.
Never would he have dreamed that he would be
the reason for the first endowed Ph.D. fellowship in the
College of Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Sciences.
The Henry R. Fehrenbacher Graduate Fellowship
means that someday, Oregon State University will
offer fully funded Ph.D. scholarships to the most
promising students in CEOAS. One student will be
chosen each year.
My estate assets and those from my late sister,
Frieda M. Fehrenbacher, combined with my father’s
estate that he worked a lifetime for, will fund this gift.
If only my dad could have lived to witness this
happen. It’s beyond any words I can
think of to imagine how thrilled —
stunned, actually — he would be.
In retrospect, it all falls into place.
Though my father enrolled briefly as
an OSU engineering student before
money ran out, he always had a
passion for science.
It shines through as far back as I
can remember.
During spring break, our family
would join friends at Gleneden Beach.
Dad would spend hours along the
shore, consumed as he walked clear
out of sight, surveying the beach, the
ocean and its interplay with the moon
and the atmosphere.
He would scan the hard, wet sand
for anything jutting up — a starfish or sand dollar, a
briny rope of seaweed, even a glass float that might
have drifted over the currents from Japan. The latter,
perhaps an echo from his World War II years in the
Merchant Marines?
At night, we would return to the beach, look and
listen as whitecaps were illuminated far out, beyond
14

any source of light. Dad explained that it had to do
with phosphorescence, a natural phenomenon.
Always, we would gaze up and marvel that the sky
could be that black and dotted with millions of stars
and the signature streak of the Milky Way. Even in our
youth, we were arrested by the enormity of it all.
On car trips preceding and following these forays,
we would inevitably stop and explore as we traversed
the Southwest, the Rockies and British Columbia. The
records of these trips were the chunks of granite, slate,
lava, jasper and obsidian that were wedged in the
trunk between suitcases.
Years passed. I was probably 16 when I suspected
my dad was secretly as bored with the socks and ties I
mechanically gave him for Christmas as I was in giving
them, always wrapped as if they
held some wondrous surprise.
Then, an inspiration: I would
give him a subscription to Scientific
American! He was always buying
the latest copy, borne of his
fascination with physics and what
made the planet, galaxies and
universe tick. In everyday life, he
would talk about centrifugal force,
surface tension, wave action and
black holes.
For him, those pursuits were
a counterpoint to the long hours
he spent as a U.S. Postal Service
supervisor at the main building in
downtown Portland to support our
family. He labored through years
of arthritic feet and a congenital kidney defect, never
expecting any payback for our education.
Eventually, I would become a newspaper reporter,
while Frieda, a few years older, became a professor
at Moore College of Art & Design in Philadelphia.
My eldest sister Sigrid was a violinist in the Oregon
Symphony for 38 years and a driven antiques dealer
O R E G O N S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y

All zero in on highly targeted areas of research.
With the fellowship, future students will have a year to
craft study pathways of their own design.
“There is an entire world we still don’t know
about the oceans,” Yang says. “I would like to see
some of my work with trace elements as tracers of
groundwater flow and contamination.”
Jason Brandes of California is studying carbon
contamination next to streams and rivers.
“We want to know where the carbon is and how and
when it enters our waterways,” he says, noting that
small streams are among the most intense locations
of CO2 release to the atmosphere in the natural
landscape.
Jianghui Du, in his third year at Oregon State from
China, is researching another question.
“We are trying to understand what the climate has
been in the past so we can predict or understand the
future,” he says.
Du is studying the ocean floor for the chemical
makeup of sediment at different depths, translating to
different periods in the Earth’s evolution.
Erin Peck of Pennsylvania is studying how certain
sediment pulls down and contains damaging carbon
from the atmosphere. It’s research that could aid efforts
to reduce future warming while bolstering fish habitats.
CEOAS’ other arenas stretch as far as Mars, where,
among other pursuits, scientists want
a better understanding of the planet’s
geology. Five researchers are working in
that realm now.
All of this goes full circle back to
Dad would spend
Dad: What in heaven’s name would he
say about today’s students working
hours along the shore,
side-by-side with researchers on such
consumed as he walked
heady questions?
For more information on estate
clear out of sight,
gifts and named endowed funds, please
contact Jeff Comfort at: jeff.comfort@
surveying the beach, the
oregonstate.edu or 541-737-3756.

while raising a family with her husband, former
Portland Mayor Bud Clark.
For her part, our mother, Helen Jacobs
Fehrenbacher, was absorbed in the home setting with
literature, music, politics and almost anything of a
scholarly nature.
We grew up in nice houses, spartanly — clunker
cars, railroad-auction furniture and homemade
clothes. But there were those outings, along with
music and ballet lessons. Premium value was always
on learning with the folks rather than on things.
All this time, Dad was investing savings for the
future. To this day, it haunts me that he lived less
than a year after retirement to enjoy that future. He
died Nov. 14, 1977, just shy of six months after being
diagnosed with lung cancer.
Several years ago, I made plans for the fellowship,
to take effect after my estate is settled. This summer, I
had the chance to envision that future on a day’s tour
with CEOAS staff and graduate students in Corvallis. To
my surprise and delight, CEOAS is based in Alpha Chi
Omega’s former house — the sorority I belonged to
nearly 50 years ago in a newer location on campus.
Jonathan Yang of Arizona is among the students
I met this day — many who cobble together grants
and financing from various sources to pay for their
graduate work.

ocean and its interplay
with the moon and
the atmosphere.
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Editor’s Note: Gretchen Fehrenbacher
received her B.S. from Oregon State
University in 1971 in what was then
called secretarial science. Working with
the OSU Foundation, she has made
an estate pledge to create the fund at
CEOAS honoring her father. Gretchen
lives in Portland, Oregon.
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THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
By Gretchen Fehrenbacher
Here’s one way to know just how important the ocean and
atmosphere are to you and those you love right now:
Take one breath. Take another.
“Every other breath we take contains oxygen produced by
plankton in the ocean and flowing into the atmosphere,” says
Jack Barth, a professor of oceanography in the College of Earth,
Ocean, and Atmospheric Sciences.
With all in our world under mounting stress — plastic
microbeads choking sea life, to name one — it becomes clear that
now is a critical time to include Oregon State University in your
estate planning. A few examples of why financial support is critical:
• The university has launched the Marine Studies Initiative (MSI),
with a proposed $50 million research and teaching facility in
Newport that could open as early as 2018. The MSI, with Barth
as executive director, will pave the way for students in all
fields to become versed in the coastal and ocean system — an
approach to create informed citizens who will help keep our
oceans healthy and the life they support sustainable from all
vantage points.
• CEOAS research spans a range of topics in the earth sciences,
including ocean microbiology, land-change science, tectonic
workings in the Earth’s crust, the geology of Mars and the
human implications of each. In all, there are 200 graduate
students and 120 faculty in the college.
• CEOAS has invested millions of dollars in instruments and
equipment and is working on designs for a new generation
of research vessels through a grant from the National
Science Foundation.
• Worldwide, 95 percent of goods are moved by ships, which
rely on dependable weather forecasting, an important topic
of research in CEOAS.
• Oregon and Washington alone carry out tens of billions of
dollars a year in trade from the sea to inland points of use.
Doug Brusa, CEOAS director of development, says that for
many people, gifts through their estate plans of property and
investments are an ideal way to make a permanent difference
to programs such as CEOAS.

College of Earth, Ocean,
and Atmospheric Sciences
Oregon State University
104 CEOAS Admin Building
Corvallis, OR 97331-5503
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